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The Smeraldo Flower
by J. F. Rogers
In sixteenth-century Italy, seventeen-year-old Carola’s family is on the verge of becoming destitute. So, when
her family is offered funds for Carola to travel far into the mountains in northern Italy to paint a rare flower,
she can’t refuse.
Little did she realize she’d be trapped with a masked recluse in the middle of nowhere.
But if Carola can survive her time in the rundown castle with Soren—the hideous man who may or may not
be a psychotic murderer—it will all be worth it.
And if she can get Soren to stop hiding behind his mask, all the better…
Beauty and the Beast meets the Phantom of the Opera in the Secret Garden in this a retelling of the Italian
folktale—La Citta di Smeraldo, inspired by BTS’s song “The Truth Untold.”

Review By
M. J. Padgett
I found this little gem in a group promotion I joined and was first pulled in by the
beautiful cover. When I discovered it was a Beauty, and the Beast meets
Phantom of the Opera retelling, I couldn’t pass it up. And when I realized it was
novella length, I settled in for a night of binge reading! It was well worth the late
night, that’s for sure. Actually, I wouldn’t have complained if it was twice as long.
Rogers’ writing is captivating and pulls you in with subtlety. I’m known to DNR a
book within a few pages, and I just won’t read a book if I’m not hooked right
away. Maybe that means I miss out on some great books, but that’s a chance I’m
willing to take. There are just too many books to read, and I will only live so long. I
must be choosy, and I’m glad I chose this one.
The characters are relatable and likable, even the mysterious man who hires
Carola to paint his rare flower. I loved Carola’s ability to see Soren as more than
his mask, and while her situation began on a bit of a rocky and worrisome foot,
she gathered her wits and took charge. The sweetness flows as well as the prose,
and I would recommend this novella to anyone who is a fan of fairy tale
adaptations and retellings.

Find it here!

spring...
Freshman year, he ignored me. Sophomore year,
he rejected me. Senior year, he dated me… Well,
sort of.

INTO THIS
QUARTER'S
READS!

XOXO, Olivia
features a diverse
cast, sweet
romance, and a
binge-readable
story...

I’ve loved Micah Reyes ever since I was sixteen.
Unfortunately, he’s made it clear that he only sees
me as his sister’s best friend.
But when I need someone to be my pretend
boyfriend for an event, Micah steps in to take the
role.
My brain knows that our relationship isn’t real.
But my heart? Well, that’s another story.

Find it here!

XOXO, Olivia is the third book in the East Beach
High Series. It is a standalone novel and perfect for
fans of sweet first love, fake boyfriends, and
happily ever afters. Grab your copy today!

THIS QUARTER'S
VELLA PICK!
Icarus Flight School
by Krissi Dallas
When perfectionistic 17-year-old Olivia shows up for flight school, she and three
other famous teens are recruited as spies and tasked with infiltrating a network of
teenage terrorists. Flight simulators, laser tag games, and dance club missions as
training? Party on. But while the countdown is on to stop the next attack, a world
of violent secrets starts to awaken skills and passions Olivia didn't know she had...
particularly for a teammate who turns her own heart into dangerous territory.

Find it here!

Author
Spotlight...
Stephanie Daniels
Author of The Uncertainty of Fire
available in Kindle Vella

Chicago,1871. Sixteen-year-old Whimsy will
agree to anything to expose Chicago's child
labor practices--even her Papa's matchmaking
plan. But tragedy strikes during the Great
Chicago Fire, and she's forced into the system
she wishes to fight against. With help from a
street-wise newsboy and a shy preacher's son,
Whimsy's heart is divided and she's confused
about God's plan. Will she keep her impulsive
promise to start a new life out West with one, or
choose security with the family of the other?

What inspired you to become a writer and why do you write clean
fiction?
I have always loved stories. Telling them, reading them, having them read to me. Creative writing came
easy to me since my imagination was always working. I didn't have aspirations to be a novelist when I was
young, but I always knew I'd fill dozens of notebooks with stories, even if I never shared them. God started
nudging me to share some devotionals I'd written, and then to start pursuing publication with the fiction
stories I'd been led to write.
The reason for clean fiction is that I've always been protective of my sons' entertainment. But finding time
to sort through and screen what they read/watch/play is a time-consuming process. I wanted to write
fiction for teens that parents could feel confident about, especially if they don't have time to look it over
before allowing their young person to read. And as a Christian, I'm challenged by the verse in Psalm 103
about setting any wicked thing before my eyes. So I wouldn't want to cause an obstacle for another
person in that way.

What is your all-time favorite clean read and why?
Oh boy, this is tough. I'm going to say Hattie Big Sky by Kirby Larson. Historical fiction is my favorite genre
and I loved the faith references in that story even though it isn't classified as Christian fiction. The voicey
main character really sets an entertaining tone and I learned something new about that era. Though it is
set in the US during WWI, the focus is on the Homesteading Act. There's a sweet romance and a look into
the attitudes toward German Americans at the time. It hit all the right notes for me.

What tips can you offer writers
who might want to write historical
fiction?
Research is very important, and Wikipedia can be a
great place to start to get a general knowledge, but
the internet as a whole is only a jumping off point for
research.
Wikipedia's
references/bibliography
section tends to be the most helpful part as I can
then find those books for information. I try to read
books/journals/newspapers as close to the time
period as I can. That helps me understand the
attitudes of the time (even if I disagree). Historical
readers are often purists, so even an awareness of a
word's etymology can make the difference in how
authentic your work will sound.

What is your current work in
progress? Tell us about it and what
inspired the idea.
Besides editing my Kindle Vella story for release in paperback and ebook this spring, I'm working on Book 2
in my Uncertain Riches series. This story was inspired by the characters in The Uncertainty of Fire who still
needed some closure. The series was inspired by the Bible verse I Timothy 6:17–“Charge them that are rich
in this world, that they be not highminded, nor trust in uncertain riches, but in the living God, who giveth us
richly all things to enjoy;” and follows rags to riches/riches to rags characters. This second story takes place
during The Financial Panic of 1873 and the main character wrestles with putting her own ambitions above
friendships and the stigma that comes with being raised by a single father in this time.

Who is your favorite character from
any of your books and why?
I'm really enjoying the main character in my second story,
but Whimsy in The Uncertainty of Fire will probably always
be dearest to me. She has a pure heart and always thinks
the best about someone until she's proved wrong. And
she'll do whatever she can to help another person.

How can you find Stephanie Daniels?
Website
Facebook
Instagram
Goodreads
Discord

You can find The Uncertainty of
Fire here!

WHAT INSPIRED YOU

The crazy part is I never
actually saw myself
becoming a writer! But I
always loved to read, and I
knew how much my mom
enjoyed writing, so I
decided it would be fun to

AUTHOR
SPOTLIGHT

TO BECOME A WRITER?

write my own stories...and
then I never stopped!

WHY IS CLEAN FICITON
IMPORTANT TO YOU?

PIXIE
PERKINS

As a personal preference, I
don't enjoy reading books
with lots of explicit content.
So, I think it's important to
have an alternative! No one
should have to read
something that makes them
uncomfortable...which is why
it's great to have a lot of
"clean & wholesome" book
options out there now. I
honestly don't think I'd love
reading so much as an adult if
I hadn't found the "clean &
wholesome" community!

WHAT ARE YOUR FAVORITE
BOOK RECOMMENDATIONS?
Oh my gosh! I love so many lol,
but I'll try to narrow the list down
some...
Courtside Crush and Game Plan by
Kayla Tirrell
Out of My League by Sarah Sutton
XOXO, Violet by Ginger Li
Eye of the Beholder and City of
Love by Gracie Ruth Mitchell
The Ridgewater High series by
Judy Corry (I still have to read the
last book though!)

WHAT TIPS WOULD YOU OFFER NEW WRITERS?
Don't give up! - I know it sounds cliché, but that's honestly the best
advice I could ever give a writer lol. I always tell myself: "If you don't
finish this story, who will?" and it helps me stay focused and
motivated.
Write the books you'd want to read! - It's amazing when others love
to read what you've written, but that doesn't mean anything if you
hate your own stories. Don't force yourself to write something you
wouldn't enjoy as a reader.
Read, read, read! - Reading helps me SO MUCH with my writing.
Whether you read nonfiction or fiction, reading is an absolute must
for writers.

WHAT IS YOUR CURRENT WORK IN PROGRESS? WHAT
CAN YOU TELL US ABOUT IT?
So, my main current WIP is called Loving Gavin. It's about Mckessey
(a sixteen-year-old girl with ZERO dating experience) who's been
crushing on Gavin (her best friend's older brother) for years and
after she starts writing a love letter to him, Alex (her nemesis/her
best friend's twin brother) ends up finding the partially-written
letter. Since Alex always ruins everything, Mckessey doesn't want
him to know about her crush...so she lies and says the letter is
about Alex. She gets stuck being his girlfriend to "prove" that she
likes him while she's still secretly crushing on Gavin, but then
things start changing as Mckessey spends more time with Alex.
There's so many different tropes involved, but I've loved including
two of my favorites which are: hate-to-love and fake relationship
(even though the book technically has a one-sided fake
relationship). I'm really excited for the story, and I feel so blessed
that others have been excited for it too!

HOW CAN YOU FIND PIXIE PERKINS?
WEBSITE
NEWSLETTER
AMAZON
FACEBOOK
INSTAGRAM
TWITTER
PINTREST
GOODREADS
YOU CAN FIND MY DILEMMA HERE!

AN ENCHANTMENT OF
RAVENS

With

a

flick

of

her

paintbrush,

Isobel

creates

stunning

portraits

for

a

dangerous set of clients: the fair folk. These immortal creatures cannot bake
bread or put a pen to paper without crumbling to dust. They crave human
Craft with a terrible thirst, and they trade valuable enchantments for Isobel’s
paintings. But when she receives her first royal patron—Rook, the autumn
prince—Isobel makes a deadly mistake. She paints mortal sorrow in his eyes, a
weakness that could cost him his throne, and even his life.
Furious, Rook spirits Isobel away to his kingdom to stand trial for her crime.
But something is seriously amiss in his world, and they are attacked from
every side. With Isobel and Rook depending upon each other for survival, their
alliance blossoms into trust, perhaps even love . . . a forbidden emotion that
would violate the fair folks’ ruthless laws, rendering both their lives forfeit.
What force could Isobel’s paintings conjure that is powerful enough to defy
the ancient malice of the fairy courts?
Isobel and Rook journey along a knife-edge in a lush world where beauty
masks corruption and the cost of survival might be more frightening than
death itself.

It took me a moment to really get into this
book, about three or so chapters longer than
I give most slow-starting books. There was
something about Isobel that kept me turning
the pages. While she is somewhat passive
through much of the book, there are points
when

she

takes

control

or

manipulates

a

situation and comes out better off than she
might

have

been

if

she

had

been

active

through the entire book. Truly, it was more
realistic

than

a

heroine

constantly

taking

control. People have their moments, and I
appreciated that Rogerson moved back and
forth

from

leading

to

following

and

back

again throughout the book.
As for the fair folk, I adored her small details and more famous folklore to
create a somewhat different atmosphere from most fae-centered books. The
Green Well, the Barrow Lord, the Good Law… all inspired and well fleshed out
concepts and adaptations.
I found myself pulled into Rook’s story but also thoroughly annoyed with
him several times (which I suspect was the author’s plan.) And who could
forget March and May? The goats turned into literal kids, also known as
Isobel’s accidental sisters brought about by an enchantment gone wrong.
I was slightly disappointed that Isobel’s raven enchantment was not a bigger
part of the story considering the book is titled An Enchantment of Ravens. I
suppose one could say Rook is the enchantment, but still, if we go the route
of directly giving the main character a flock of ravens, then we should use
them fully!
The action is not overwhelming but is enough to keep you turning pages,
and with a few kissing scenes, it kept the romance flowing as well. Far from
erotica, it does have a steamy moment or two, but they are tasteful and
controlled, appropriate for the YA audience, in my opinion.
Overall, I enjoyed the book and would like to read more by this author.
FIND IT HERE
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ATTICUS
FIND IT HERE

This is a formatting dream come true. Authors can
write, format, and generate print-ready and ebook
formats with a wealth of design options. I adored the
promo and bought the full version right away. If you
are an indie author, this one is worth the splurge!

02

PLOTTR
FIND IT HERE

I am not a planner. I am a proud pantser who... might...
on occassion... decide to plan a few things in my more
massive worlds. Until now, I never found a program
that fuctioned the way my brain did. I am a visual
learner and this program hit the spot. You have
timelines, character and setting boards, an abundance
of lists and criteria to collect that will generate a book
bible to die for. Authors who like planning and
pantsing would love this program!

03

FANTASY NAME
GENERATOR
FIND IT HERE

Without a doubt, the most frequented app on my
phone. This little darling is just full of name
suggestions for your fantasy or sci-fi worlds. Don't let
the dull design fool you. This gem is a must have for
those of us not so great with thinking up names, or for
authors who want to stick within a certain criteria like,
say, ancient Celtic names...

H A V E
S U G G E S T I O N S ?
L E T

M E

K N O W !

Below are all the ways you can
contact me and offer suggestions for
future content, request an interview,
or submit reader reviews!
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EMAIL
FACEBOOK
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